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Changelog Update 1.1: - Fix crash with SMTP and POP3 in VOT 0.3.4 - Fix the play- or read letterkeys in the SMS sender in VOT 0.3.1 - New:"Enable/disable envelop tone in ZIP export"- New:Select "Miscellaneous"- New:Select "Pause" in ZIP export- Fix:Choose
"None" in the VoIP app.- Fix:Unblock some servers in the DTMF sender- Fix:Restore the value of the velocity in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Don't close the RS232 app after a restart of the software- Fix:Store the master volume in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Don't change
the volume if no device connected in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Try to get the correct device name for the local connection in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Store the absolute or relative volume in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Don't save the data about the correct volume if no
device connected in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Don't change the volume if no device connected in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Don't reset the level of volume in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Don't change the volume if no device connected in the VTMF receiver- Fix:No history
of used port in the RF and DB sender- Fix:The column "Port" is hidden in the RF app- Fix:Save the old port number of the soundcard in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Restore the device name of the local port in the VTMF receiver- Fix:Detect the correct mod and freq in
the RF receiver- Fix:Detect the correct mod and freq of the phone in the RF receiver- Fix:Pick the internal microphone in the RF receiver- Fix:Record the level and modify the volume with the internal microphone in the RF receiver- Fix:Use the microphone for the

best recording quality- Fix:Channels in the MCM-system does not work with more than 2- Fix:Define the name of the default device in the MS-system correctly- New:Zoom the music player in the MTP settings- New:Zoom the sound in the RRM settings-
New:Zoom in the interface for the data entry- New:Zoom in the reception of event messages- New:Zoom in the data entered- Fix:Store the correct data if a data entry was made
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